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Removing a 20,000 lb. check valve during the outage at EFRD MP 377.40
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Safety Slowdown Visits By Beth Johnson
As part of the new and ingenious Grab a Buddy Program, I got to tag along with Mel Olson and 
Cass Christiansen. We departed the Superior airport for Mount Pleasant, Michigan on Monday 
afternoon. After arrival, Mel held a meeting with Joel Bailer and crew at the Mount Pleasant 
office followed by a nice dinner. After dinner, we hopped back into the plane and flew to Sturgis, 
Michigan where Mel and Cass visited with Justin Hultquist’s crew the next morning (Tuesday) 
at their (wet) BP work site in Three Rivers, MI. From there it was back in the aircraft to head to 
Joliet, Illinois. An hour later we were on the ground again, renting a car and driving to meet up 
with Brent Straub and Brandon Lunde at Kinder Morgan for a business 
development meeting. At the conclusion of the meeting, it was time for 
a road trip to Schererville, Indiana to see Clay Vest, Nathan Cavanaugh, 
and the CP crew, then back to Illinois to visit another CP site with James 
Lowe. Wednesday morning, we returned to the airport to head to Lake in 
the Hills, Illinois to visit the Enbridge EFRD site with Carolyn Dodge and 

One of UPI’s main goals for 2017 is for Senior 
Leadership to be more available and visible.  
This includes Senior Leadership visiting every 
field crew every quarter as part of a safety 
slowdown week. It also includes monthly 
Town Hall meetings with President Mel Olson 
and use of the Grab a Buddy Program, a 
purposeful effort to provide opportunities for 
ride-a-longs with Senior Leadership. The first 
safety slowdown and leadership visits of the 
year were a success. Organizing all of these 
visits and travel is quite a feat, and is crucial 
for leadership to successfully visit every crew 
in the field. The goal of the visit is to better 
connect leadership with the field crews, view 

the site and see the good work the crews 
are performing, and spend time catching up 
with the crew over a meal. Two employees, 
Beth Johnson, Assistant Controller, and Rick 
Tahtinen, Project Controls/Scheduler, were 
able to tag along with Senior Leadership 
during the recent safety slowdown. Their 
experience was very positive, as was the 
experience of field personnel with the senior 
leadership visits. Leadership is looking forward 
to the next safety slowdown visit scheduled for 
the week of June 5th.

The goal of the Grab a Buddy Program is to 
have everyone in the office take a buddy trip 
and be exposed to what Senior Leadership 

does, what happens in the field, or learn about 
things they haven’t seen before. This could be 
work on a jobsite, a client meeting, or other job 
duties. The program is a great opportunity for 
employees in the office to see what goes on 
in the field and get a chance to know and talk 
with field employees to see what they do. It’s 
also a chance for field employees to explain in 
depth what they are working on. The Grab a 
Buddy Program is one way we are attempting 
to get more collaborative between the field and 
office — so far it has been a great experience 
for those who have traveled. If you would like 
to participate in the program, email Lucie Stein-
Cartford at lucie.stein-cartford@unitedpiping.us.

Safety Slowdown and Buddy Trips

From the field
“It’s nice to have someone come out and confidently inform the crews about what the future work is. ” 

– Richard Oswskey

Safety Slowdown 
Visits continued  

on page 3



It certainly has felt busy in the time since 
the last newsletter. It’s an exciting time for 
our industry and I am extremely excited and 
optimistic about the opportunities for UPI!

Organizational Changes

We have the following organizational updates 
since the last newsletter:

The J. Koski Company (JKC) has joined UPI 
as a wholly-owned subsidiary of UPI. UPI’s 
initial purpose with JKC is to provide stability 
and take advantage of the synergy between 
companies while benefitting from the additional 
opportunities the connection will create. Josh 
Purrenhage will be the dedicated UPI leader 
over the JKC operations. JKC will continue to 
operate and employees will continue with the 
new organizational structure. Associated with 
the Torren Group closing, UPI will be adding Lisa 
Dahl (Accounts Payable Specialist) and Abby 
Loucks (Business Development Coordinator) to 
our team by May 1, 2017. Welcome Lisa and 
Abby!

While too early to officially announce and it is 
not final yet, UPI is very close to reaching a deal 
in starting a new service line in maxi-horizontal 
directional drilling (HDD) operations. Look for an 
announcement soon.

Amanda Holman has transferred to a new 
position: Cross Departmental Administrative 

Assistant. Amanda will be providing 
administrative support to Connie Cooley and 
Ashley Stalvig.

Curtis Fay has taken on a new position as a 
Field Safety Representative.

Eric Sterna joined UPI in April as an Assistant 
Estimator in the Estimating department. Eric is 
coming from BendTec where he worked as a 
Project Manager. 

Mary Kay Byers has joined UPI as an 
Administrative Assistant in the Risk 
Management department. Mary Kay most 
recently worked for Enbridge.

TJ Lillo has taken on a new position as 
I.T. Coordinator. He will be developing, 
implementing, and maintaining our systems and 
infrastructure to keep us running smoothly.

Terrance (TJ) Portwood joined UPI in March 
as a driller/operator/foreman in the Cathodic 
Protection Division. 

Welcome, all of you, to UPI!! 

Operations Update

The Rockwell building is under lease and 
improvements are underway. The warehouse 
will start their move over to the new location 
soon and the maintenance group will start 
to move in a few more weeks after the 
construction of new floor drains is complete.  
Office layout and assignments will also be 
considered in the coming weeks.

The Pole project at the Superior Terminal is 
progressing well and should be complete 
in May. The EFRD project in Illinois had a 
successful outage and we will be wrapping that 
one up in the next few weeks. We brought out 
the dig A-team to perform two digs for TCPL in 
the Cloquet, MN area and everyone seems to 
be very happy with that operation. Joel Bailer’s 
operation is gearing up well with the Oil Push 
project and other efforts in the Michigan area. 
The Chicago region of crews is active on BP 
work and we expect that crew count to ramp 
back up in the next month or so. The Chicago 
region also responded very efficiently to a call 
for emergency crews on the Energy Transfer 
DAPL line for various locations throughout Iowa. 
Clay’s Cathodic Division is humming right along 
and will have crews headed to New York very 

soon. We recently wrapped up some vessel 
work with ONEOK. We had another successful 
lube oil flush in Texas.

We met with the Enbridge Dig PCA team and 
we will learn about the 2017 crew assignments 
in a couple weeks.

Future Opportunities

The future is so bright, we should be wearing 
shades.

We just received official award for Pigging 
Modifications work in Oregon for TCPL. We 
have recently received an award for some 
work in the Mackinaw, MI area for 1-2 crews 
that will start in late April and last through 
early July. ONEOK is looking to send us more 
opportunities after our successful vessel work 
recently completed. BP crews will increase 
soon. CP workload is increasing. The HDD 
opportunity is real. An increase in lube oil flush 
opportunities.

We have had a number of opportunities to bid 
on work under the Enbridge PCA for facility 
work that covers the mid-continent region. 
More to come on those results.

We continue to make in-roads with new clients 
and have consistent efforts to break through 
with Kinder Morgan, Buckeye, Williams, 
Marathon, and many more.

Safety

No safety incidents to discuss since our last 
newsletter. Please keep up the safe work. Our 
year is turning out to be very busy and we really 
need resolve to not allow production and being 
busy to come before safety! Remember, safety 
is the only thing.

Values

Additionally, as we move into all the different 
communities that our projects take us to 
over this year, please find a way to make a 
difference there. Let’s look for some local 
opportunities to contribute and be a positive 
influence for all those folks we run into on the 
project and community levels.

Seriously, thank you for all you do!

Mel Olson, President
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Bill’s crew was scheduled to load out an excavator as their first task on a very foggy February 
morning. This activity would have required spotters on the county road while the truck exited 
and entered back onto the road. Although he received some pressure to have flaggers on the 
road and proceed with loading out the machine, Bill exercised his right and responsibility to 
stop work. Thanks for keeping your crew safe, Bill!

SAFETY CORNER

Safety Recognition – Bill Jarman

Technology allows us to make phone calls, send texts or emails, and update social media 
while driving – all actions that are proven to increase crash risk. The National Safety Council 
observes April as Distracted Driving Awareness Month to draw attention to this epidemic.  

For the first time in nearly a decade, preliminary data from the National Safety Council 
estimates that as many as 40,000 people died in motor vehicle crashes in 2016. That marks a 
6% increase over 2015 and a 14% increase over 2014 – the most dramatic two-year escalation 
in 53 years. Below are some additional alarming facts about distracted driving:

• Over 2.5 million people in the U.S. are involved in road accidents each year.
• Of these, 1.6 million have a cell phone involved in them. That’s 64% of all the road 

accidents in the United States. 
• Every year, about 421,000 people are injured in crashes that have involved a driver who 

was distracted in some way.
• It takes an average of three seconds after a driver’s mind is taken off the road for any road 

accident to occur. This is the bare minimum amount of time it takes, and it is surprisingly 
small. Three seconds is the time it takes to turn your ignition when starting your car.

• The average speed in the US is about 55mph. Taking five seconds to read a text in this 
time means that the driver travels the length of a football field without looking at the road, 
or while being distracted.

• The chances of a crash because of any reason is increased by 23 times when you are 
texting. Even if the crash is another driver’s fault, you probably would have been able to 
avoid it if you had been looking at the road instead of the phone.

April is Distracted Driving Awareness Month
National Safety Council

MEL’S MESSAGE

“The future is so bright, we should be wearing shades.”

Every year the Pipe Line Contractors 
association (PLCA) announces the winners 
of their annual safety awards. On February 
16, 2017 the announcements were made at 
the annual PLCA meeting. This year we are 
pleased to report that Jim Bailer, Joel Bailer, 
Rich Olson, Dave Halberg, Orvin Haugen, and 
Cory Halberg were all recipients for their safe 
work on Pipe Line Agreement projects. Their 
combined efforts totaled almost 250,000 
man-hours of work that was performed with 
an Incident Frequency Rate of 0.00. This is 
an outstanding effort by these men and their 
teams, and we are proud to be able to continue 
maintaining our pipeline infrastructure safely 
with everyone here at UPI.

PLCA Safety Awards

Mark Thomson. They provided a great walking 
tour of the site with details as to the work 
being performed. Afterwards, it was back on 
the airplane to travel south to Burlington, Iowa 
to meet up with Troy Johnson and his crew 
for lunch, which was our final stop on our trip 
before heading back to Duluth. 

It was a great trip and even though we 
experienced 40-50 knot gusts of wind, we 
visited four states (Michigan, Illinois, Indiana 
and Iowa) in 2½ days! It was quite the feat and 
I know the crews appreciated it!

Continued from cover

From the field
It’s nice for leadership to see what we’re doing.  

And for a little bit, everyone is on the same level.  
– Chad Izzard

Buddy Trip: Great Lakes Tour  By Rick Tahtinen

Recently Nate Rickard and I logged many miles driving the Great Lakes Tour to visit with crews 
in the field and knock on a few doors to see where the work might be. We visited the Northern 
suburbs of Chicago to meet with EFRD Crews working on site. Carolyn Dodge, Mark Thomson, and 
Jorden Garay were a few of the many UPI team members that were on site that day. It took a few 
minutes to realize that 6 months prior I had written a preliminary schedule for the EFRD cut outs, 
which were now underway before my eyes. Having written the schedule and seeing the work was 
a bonus for me, as that’s not the norm. I learned much about the specific and exclusive expertise 
UPI brings to the jobsite on “Tie-In” projects such as this. Modern experts of the large bore, high 
pressure, short duration, highly technical, critical outage, mechanical piping tie-in, is how I would 
describe our role on this particular job. Day 2 we visited Enbridge’s Flanagan office in Pontiac, 
Illinois to meet with one of the PLM coordinators for the Mid Continent Region. We departed 
Flanagan and headed for a brief tour of the Morris UPI office, then headed to Schererville, Indiana 
to meet with Brandon Lunde and an Enbridge Pipeline Supervisor. We then began the drive up the 
east side of Lake Michigan. On day 3 we had a late lunch at a bar where a scene from “Escanaba 
in Da Moonlight” was filmed. If you are a deer hunter you should really see this movie. A true 
moment of nostalgia for me. On day 4 we visited Enbridge’s Escanaba facility.

Overall a very interesting trip. Nate has a wealth of experience and information. Hearing his phone 
discussions related to differing weld procedures was impressive. Nate’s knowledge of UPI history, 
and his many experiences in the industry and projects was eye-opening. It was evident to me that 
Nate is well respected among his peers and I believe that serves UPI very well.
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PROJECT UPDATES

This year has started out slow compared to previous years. Two jobs started up this March on the 
same day. Four crews met up for training in Merrillville, IN. The two jobs will be about the same in 
length. Griffith Terminal is being led up by Jim Mitchell, who is a returning Foreman to this station.  
Also out for his first go is Isaac (skinny jeans) Schober. He was previously in the straw position 
for John Mitchell. Various punch list items are being addressed. The second is a Line-62 oil push. 
Dan Berg has come down to assist in the line cleaning. He will be assisting Baker Hughes and 
Enbridge with this project. Steve Jackson has brought in his team to help with the welding. They 
have installed the eight inch piping to the frac tanks and also installed a vessel and muffler system 
for the nitrogen blow down. Also, a shout out to John Mitchell for stepping up into the Assistant 
Superintendent role. He has been doing a great job with the crews. There’s several small jobs we 
will be finishing up this year and a couple with new clients we are continuing to work towards.

Lower MI & IN (Enbridge, Wolverine & BP)
By Joel Bailer

Troy Johnson and his crew kicked off Site 35 
in March, which is an ILI repair project in a 
difficult to reach area. The pipeline is cased 
under an active rail line, immediately adjacent 
to an IDOT highway with a separate casing.  
There was not enough space between the 
two casings to stage any equipment, which 
posed a problem. The solution was to utilize 
an adjacent idle pipeline as a new casing for a 
new line. The new casing has been validated 
and the 375’ pull through is scheduled for early 
April. Adding to the complexity of the project is 
the coordination with another ILI repair project 
about 11 miles upstream of the site, which 
Heath Beckstrom and his crew are working on 
(Site 21). The two projects are a great example 
of collaboration among crews to get the job 
done, regardless of the challenges. 

CMT Crews
By Paul Bertie 

From left: Alex Jacobson, Mike Glanville, Jeramey 
Seabold, Anthony Wilkerson, Tom Serre

PROJECT UPDATES

We have completed install of all foundations 
on the project and completed install of all 
power poles on the East Pole Line, and close 
to completing all cable pulling on the East 
Line also. We are on pace for completing 
the East Pole Line by 4-12-17. Once all is 
completed and energized, we will be moving 
over to the North/South Pole Line. 

Pole Line Project
by Erik Schoneberger

The EFRD project is going smoothly. We recently 
had a very successful outage and didn’t have any 
issues to speak of. There was a lot of preparation 
and combined effort getting to this point, but it 
wouldn’t have gone nearly as well without the 
field leadership of Mark Thomson, Carolyn Dodge, 
Jorden Garay, Rich Olson, and Mike Arneson. With 
less than 2 months of work left, and the mechanical 
portion complete, we will be focusing on electrical, 
structural, and the remaining civil work. Thank you 
to everyone who has been involved in the project 
and helped get us to this point!

EFRD Project
By Scott Miland

- -  UPI MISSION  - -

We acknowledge  
and value each 

person’s contribution 
to our success.

We recently were asked to be a part of a 
somewhat unique project that took place 
in Iowa and South Dakota. Energy Transfer 
Partners was the client, and they found 
themselves in a bind after protestors illegally 
gained access to above ground pipe and 
proceeded to damage the pipe beyond use. 
Fearing the possibility of more criminal mischief 
and vandalism, ETP began scrambling to find 
secured fencing for their valve sites along the 
Dakota Access Pipeline. 

After evaluating a number of vendors, they 
found no contractor could meet both the 
requirements and timeline that ETP was looking 
for. Enter UPI — working alongside 3 other 
subcontractors, 2 UPI crews led by Foremen 
Mike Glanville and Orvie Haugen worked at 
a lightning pace to erect barbed wire fencing 
around a multitude of valve sites. ETP wanted 
to secure as many assets as they could within 
the fenced boundaries and most locations were 
around 40’ x 80’ in area. ETP was very pleased 
with the quality and timeliness of our work. 

They then awarded us 1 of 3 additional 
locations at which we would do the final 
grading at the valve site — this was done to 

evaluate how well we would perform the work. 
UPI took care of the first site, and ETP was so 
pleased that they gave us the work of grading 
the 2 remaining valve sites. As the crews 
were on their way to the third site after having 
finished the second, they got a call notifying 
them that there would be an additional 11 valve 
sites that would require grading, and this was 
all awarded to UPI. An excellent example of 
quality work turning into more opportunities for 
our field leaders. 

Mike Glanville was especially impressed with 
the way everyone stayed very professional and 
focused despite the incredibly chaotic start to 
the job and the ever-growing list of tasks to 
complete. “All of us were chasing each other 
over the two states,” said Mike. When asked 
if there was anyone who stood out in terms 
of making all this possible, Mike credited Jim 
Bailer, Brandon Johnson, and himself, saying 
they all worked seamlessly to keep the ball 
rolling on the current site while simultaneously 
prepping for the next site. 

Great work out there, everyone — thank you for 
representing UPI well!

Emergency Fencing
By Colleen Javorina
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Recently Shop General Foreman Scott Maki 
and Enbridge Construction Specialist Loren Lilly 
coordinated a Lunch & Learn for several Enbridge 
engineers at our Weld Shop. We demonstrated 
sub arc and stick welding for them and they were 
able to try their hand at welding. It was a great 
way for them to get some firsthand experience and 
see what we do. Thank you to Loren, Scott and all 
of the fab shop for making this happen.  

Fab Shop 
Demonstration
By Amanda Holman

The Fab Shop recently installed 6 new direct 
sources, also known as “smoke eaters,” to 
capture exhaust in the fab shop. The units 
are on a hinged arm that has a range of 
180 degrees, can be positioned as needed, 
are lighted, and help promote a safer work 
environment by pulling out fumes and smoke 
from the air. They are there to protect the 
welders by lowering the risks associated 
with welding fumes. This has been a huge 
improvement to the air quality in the shop and 
a definite health benefit to our employees!

Fab Shop  
Smoke Eaters
By Amanda Holman

Superintendent Dave Halberg, Foreman Scott 
Marshall, and crew performed 2 integrity 
digs and cutouts on a 36” natural gas 
line for TransCanada in Cloquet, MN. The 
professionalism between crew and inspection 
staff has been outstanding and we look 
forward to future work with them. Great job 
to the crew for adapting to the ever changing 
work environment! Keep up the good work!

TransCanada Digs
By Amanda Holman

Welders Noel Edwards and Torey Maki, 
along with Project Manager Mike Klugman, 
completed their first job at a gas compressor 
station with the natural gas transmission 
company ONEOK in Humboldt, MN. UPI 
repaired and restamped a pressure vessel using 
our “R” ASME repair stamp. The 5-day job 
included removing and replacing a saddle and 
6” piece of 1 ½” pipe. This project was unique 
because we haven’t used our ASME stamp in a 
few years, and we look forward to more ASME 
repair work in the future. A big thanks to Noel, 
Torey, Scott Maki, and all of the members in the 
office that helped make this project successful; 
this was definitely a team effort!

ONEOK
By Amanda Holman

PROJECT UPDATES PROJECT UPDATES

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FROM MEL

I just wanted to take this opportunity to 
formally acknowledge Josh Purrenhage for all 
he does for UPI. Josh is a dedicated husband 
and father of 3 boys and 1 daughter (who has 
the string wrapped tightly around her finger!!). 
All boys are in hockey at different ages, so 
you can imagine the time commitment (and 
scheduling challenges) that alone requires. 

As far as work goes, Josh handles a 
TREMENDOUS amount of workload and he 
is so calm under pressure that it may not 
be evident to everyone, so I wanted to give 
everyone an idea what this man has on his 
plate:

• Operations Leader on the core operations 
out of the Duluth headquarters

• Leader for 30+ direct reports – of which he 
is purposefully participating in individual 
development plans (IDP’s) with each

• Implementation lead for Insight (new 
business system)

• Participates in APi Group initiatives (Think 
Tank)

• Readily accepted the lead role over the JKC 
transition and ongoing operations

• And so many more duties and initiatives 
that I could go on and on and yet he still 
finds increasingly new ways to challenge me!

Josh handles all this workload and still 
purposely works at not allowing himself to be 
in “work mode” all the time and makes time for 
soft skill time and being available to those he 
leads, and everyone in the company!

I would like to take this moment to thank his 
family: Kathy, Ty, Cole, Dane, and Zoey, for all 
the time away from family and effort Josh puts 
toward UPI and making us great. 

And from all of us at UPI, thank you Josh for 
all you give and allow us to be!  We would not 
be able to go after all the opportunities we do 
without you on our team!

Josh Purrenhage

Clay Vest, James Lowe, Nathan 
Cavanaugh, Terrance Portwood, and 
our cathodic protection crews are 
busy preparing for working on several 
projects for this summer. The CP 
division will be working with Enbridge 
capital projects for Integrity/CP for 
the developmental phases for several 
AC mitigation installations on Line 10 
Buffalo, NY, Line 64 6A Illinois, and 
Line 13. UPI is building and helping on 
the developmental stages for projects 
to start construction between June and 
August. Also in the works are capital 
projects for Integrity/CP on a linear 
ground bed installation in Sheldon, WI, 
which is scheduled to start between 
June and August. Currently, UPI has 
crews starting work on the Line 62 Idle 
Decommissioning project for CP as 
well. It’s set to be a busy summer for 
our CP division! 

Cathodic Protection
By Clay Vest

Terrance Portwood 

From left: 
Dave Halberg, Scott Marshall, Nate Rickard
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Mike Glanville has been making his mark this 
past year as a foreman with the BP crews out 
of Morris, IL. Mike has shown exceptional 
dedication to maintaining UPI’s safety culture, 
putting the safety of his crew first at all times. 
His confidence and decisiveness have been key 
factors in his safety performance and that of 
his crew; the people who work for him know 
that he will back them up and keep their safety 
as his first priority. Mike has also shown his 
abilities to adjust and succeed in a fast-paced 
environment this year while working for BP, as 
he and his crew have been kept busy moving 
throughout the Chicago region and working 
on challenging sites. These circumstances are 
nothing new for Mike; he has worked for UPI 
since 2010, starting off with Rich Oswskey and 
Dave Halberg and made the switch to foreman 
while on a hydrotest with Dave Halberg 
in 2013. We are fortunate to have such a 
dedicated and confident leader on our team! 

PEOPLE OF UPI

Mike Glanville

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

Curtis Fay lives in the thumb of Michigan, near 
Lake Huron with his wife and three children. He 
enjoys golf, softball and bowling.

Curtis joined UPI in February of 2016 as a 
Laborer Steward in Michigan and is currently 
a Field Safety Representative. Prior to that he 
was a Laborer for 22 years in the building and 
trades, environmental, concrete and pipeline 
industry. His plans for the future are to work for 
4 or 5 more years, retire and enjoy his family 
and friends.

A fun fact about Curtis that many of us may not 
know is that he has never lived in Minnesota, 
yet he has been a Vikings fan since he was 5 
years old. 

His best experience with UPI is that he has 
worked in the construction industry for 23 years 
and has never worked with a better group of 
people or company than UPI.

Curtis Fay

Steve Jackson is currently a Welder Foreman 
at UPI working on the Enbridge Line 62 
with Joel Bailer’s crew. He was also in 
the U.S. Navy from 1989 to 1993. While in 
the Navy he was a High Pressure Pipe and 
Plate welder. He achieved the rank of E-5, a 
Second Class Petty Officer, and was deployed 
to the Persian Gulf at the end of the first 
Gulf War. His favorite experience while in 
the service was getting to travel and see the 
world as well as serving his country. All of us 
here would like to thank him for his service.

EMPLOYEE 
RECOGNITION
By Josh Purrenhage and 
Cass Christiansen

Our own Mike Villa was a presenter at the 
INGAA Lessons Learned & Safety Round Table 
Conference this spring, a significant event 
that was attended by representatives from 
Enbridge, Spectra, and other pipeline owners 
and contractors. He discussed the lessons 
learned from an incident involving a foreman’s 
plug, the best practices we developed for all 
open system hot work, and the company-wide 
training that was put in place as a result of 
the incident. This was a great opportunity to 
share the lessons we have learned, and those 
in attendance said that it was a useful and 
informative presentation. Thank you, Mike, for 
helping to develop and share this important 
message to others in our industry!

Mike Villa

I would like to say thank you to Jason Bekkala and Ian Hassenstab for all of their help this 
year. They have been working on our current projects, from site visits to bids, and have been 
instrumental in getting things organized, ordered, and basically doing anything that’s been needed. 
They have really stepped up and have been a great help. Jason has been doing great and has 
learned a lot in the last six to eight months, working on a variety of tasks from one calls to helping 
with clients. He is a very valuable member of our team. Ian has also been a great help with the 
Cathodic Protection jobs, helping on bids and schedules. He has helped us find parts that were last 
minute and delivered on time.  

Jason Bekkala and Ian Hassenstab

PEER TO PEER RECOGNITION
By Joel Bailer

Mary Kay Byers joined UPI in March 2017 as a Safety Administrative Assistant. She has an A.A.S. 
in Accounting from Lake Superior College and previously held accounting and administrative 
positions at Enbridge and Rockwell Automation. In her free time, Mary Kay enjoys spending time 
with her daughter, Amelia, who keeps her very busy, as well as her family and friends.

Mary Kay Byers

NEW EMPLOYEES / NEW POSITIONS
By Kathryn Cooley

Terrance started at UPI in March 2017 as a driller/operator/foreman in the Cathodic Protection 
Division. He comes to UPI with 18 years of experience in the oil industry, the last 10 specific to CP. 
As a Texan he enjoys fishing, barbequing, riding horses, and having a good time.

Terrance (TJ) Portwood

TJ Lillo has been with UPI for 5 years and has taken on a new position as of March 2017. He is 
now working in the IT department developing, implementing, and maintaining our systems and 
infrastructure to keep us running smoothly. TJ lives in Hermantown, MN and enjoys working on 
cars and tuning them as well as working on web development and other network related software 
development.

TJ Lillo

Curtis Fay has recently taken on a new position at UPI as a Field Safety Representative. You can 
read more about Curtis in the Employee Spotlight Section (page 8).

Curtis Fay

Amanda has been with UPI for 4 years and has taken on a new position as Cross Departmental 
Administrative Assistant. She will be providing administrative support to Connie Cooley and Ashley 
Stalvig. Amanda lives in South Range, WI and enjoys time spent with her children and family, 
participating in triathlons, kayaking, and camping.  

Amanda Holman

Paul Javorina was born and raised in Hibbing 
and came to Duluth to attend college. With the 
exception of an 11-year stint in “the promised 
land” (Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area), he 
has lived in Duluth all of his adult life. He is 
married to Luanne, 17 years on April 10th (she 
is the only cribbage player that Mel fears), and 
they have two children, Lynnae and Colleen (of 
IT fame), and one 6 year old grandson Aubrey 
through Lynnae. He has many hobbies, but the 
most notable is being the guitar player with 
The Lake City Smokin’ Section, a local rhythm 
and blues horn band. In his “spare time” he 
also collects muscle cars and works on his lake 
property in Barnum.

Paul has worked in business for 39 years now, 
mainly as an accounting and finance guy. He 
even had a 6-year stint as an equity owner 
in a large, single family home builder in the 
metro area. He has also worked as an auditor 
for a national accounting firm, and has been 
working with the APi Group going on 19 years 
now, functioning as a controller, basically 
responsible for all the accounting, finance and 
administrative functions of UPI. He also reports 
to the finance and accounting leadership at 
Group as those reporting issues arise. He has 
many, many bosses. Paul previously worked for 
the APi Group subsidiary, APi Electric, for 11 
years until it was sold. 

Paul has been working with UPI for exactly 5 
years, as this happens to be his anniversary 
month. And from the day he walked through the 
door here (well actually it was in the temporary 
office space down the street, in the closet 
space with the copier), it has been like riding 
on the nose cone of a space rocket during 
launch!

His plans for the future are to retire and grab 
Luanne and his guitar, and hit the road to 
explore all of the small town “Americana” 
that is out there, in his VW microbus pulling a 
Scamp Camper and be “On the Road Again”. 
He is one of the few non-hillbillies that has 

actually mastered the “Hambone”… and no he 
won’t show you unless he is properly “primed”!

Paul’s best memory with UPI is being called into 
Bob Schoneberger’s office and being told to 
“lose the effin’ slacks”!  Paul had assumed that 
all APi Group companies adhered to the same 
dress code. 

He is happy to be able to work with the 
wonderful group of unique individuals we have 
here, and be able to build what we have with 
this company! Clearly the highlight of his varied 
career!! He would like to thank you all!

We would like to especially recognize Paul 
on his five-year anniversary. UPI would not 
be where it is today without his leadership 
and business acumen. UPI would not be what 
it is today without his personality, which is 
especially rare for a bean counter!

Paul Javorina

PEOPLE OF UPI

Steve Jackson

FEATURED VETERAN

Eric Sterna joined UPI in April as an Assistant Estimator in the Estimating department. Eric is 
coming from BendTec where he worked as a Project Manager.  

Eric Sterna
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UPI Gives Back   By Ashley Stalvig

Courage Kenny Northland 

UPI continues their partnership with Courage Kenny throughout the year. Recently, we have been 
hosting the Shoot for Fun committee meetings at our Duluth office, assisting with finding sponsors 
for the Shoot for Fun event, and we are putting together a team of volunteers to participate in 
the Arrowhead Youth Games again this year. The youth games day is an activity extravaganza 
cooperative between regional schools, UMD and Courage Kenny Rehabilitation Institute Duluth. It 
brings together elementary and middle school youth with disabilities to experience a wide variety 
of adapted sport and recreational activities in a field trip style outing!

JKC & UPI
By Josh Purrenhage

COMMUNITY

Our second Town Hall meeting with President Mel Olson took place on March 14, and once 
again many employees took the opportunity to send in their questions. A variety of topics were 
covered, ranging from field crew visits, to the current political atmosphere, to the book Mel is 
currently reading. Here are some of the key matters that were discussed:

• The combination of Enbridge Energy and Spectra Energy could provide UPI with more 
options for work on the gas side of the industry. The potential is there, so we will see how 
things shake out.

• The best way to map out and advance in your career is to become engaged in the Individual 
Development Plan (IDP) process. Get with your direct supervisor and start having those 
conversations about your strengths, the core competencies of your role, and create some 
short and long-term goals for yourself.

• The crew visits have been very successful and enjoyable so far. Mel has appreciated the 
opportunity to see what types of things our field employees are facing and see first-hand 
the work that is being done.

• The current US political leadership will likely contribute to great job growth in our 
industry and there is a lot of optimism for work. On the flip side, Mel speculates that the 
opposition to our industry will probably increase and become more heated. Please refer to 
our Emergency and Protestor Response Plan and educate yourself on what to do in case 
protestors arrive on site or there is another type of emergency. 

• Mel just finished reading the book O Great One!: A Little Story About the Awesome Power 
of Recognition by David Novak. It can be found on the bookshelf in the main office if anyone 
is interested. 

On March 16, 2017 it was announced 
that the J. Koski Company (JKC), formerly 
operated under the Torren Group, will be 
operated under the leadership of United 
Piping. JKC provides right of way (ROW) 
clearing, timber mat services including 
hauling and placement, ROW restoration, 
and material/equipment hauling. They 
currently have ongoing operations in Ohio, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin and 
elsewhere.

JKC’s service offerings are specialized, 
and are heavily subject to the cycles of 
our business. The goal of the repositioning 
of JKC is to stabilize the business, and 
to capture savings by providing overhead 
and administrative functions out of UPI. 
Operations in the field will remain as is. We 
are excited to welcome JKC to our family, 
and we believe that this marriage will allow 
UPI and JKC to be more successful. Please 
help us welcome our newest teammates!

Town Hall with Mel
By Eva Meierhoff

Training Roll-Up
By Lucie Stein-Cartford

Over the last three months, a lot of training 
has been done! UPI employees have been 
certified or re-certified in First Aid and CPR, 
refreshed their Hazwoper credentials, put in the 
time to get their OSHA 30 cards, and traveled 
to Houston, Texas, and the Clemco facility in 
Missouri to receive specialty training. The 
feedback, suggestions, and ideas that Lucie 
Stein-Cartford has received before, during, and 
after all of this training has been very helpful, 
and will continue to guide the development of 
the training program. 

One specific area of training that has gotten 
a lot of attention lately is SharePoint end user 
training. Three members of the SharePoint 
working group took a trip to the Mt. Pleasant 
office and spent a very productive day showing 
Joel Bailer’s crew how the system works, 
brainstorming, and creating a One-Call tracker 
that will soon display all the one-calls for the 
entire company on the request of the field 
leaders involved in the training. That kind of 
interaction and suggestion is what will make 
SharePoint successful at UPI, and it was a lot 
of fun too! In addition, the SharePoint group 
has held six lunch-and-learn sessions at the 
Duluth office; participation has been high, and 
everyone has asked great questions. Thank you 
all for getting involved, and we look forward 
to continuing to work with you and make this 
system work for us!

Send me your 
certificates! 
If you have a certificate, a card, or a roster 
showing that you received training (which is 
still current), please send it to Lucie. She will 
add it to your training record on SharePoint, 
which can be accessed by contacting Lucie or 
visiting our SharePoint site.

You can either make a copy and mail it to the 
office, with “Attn: Lucie Stein-Cartford” on the 
envelope, or scan it and email it to lucie.stein-
cartford@unitedpiping.us

CHUM

During March, United Piping employees 
rallied with the company and raised $3,000 
for the CHUM Food Shelf in Duluth, MN. We 
also collected and donated 243 pounds of 
non-perishable food items. The Minnesota 
FoodShare March Campaign brings together 
various Minnesota organizations and 
businesses to help keep 300 food shelves 
statewide stocked throughout the year. The 
March Campaign is the largest grassroots 
food and fund drive in the state, having raised 
$8.2 million dollars and 5.2 million pounds of 
food in 2016. Funds raised in March stretch 
even further - for every $10, they can buy $100 
worth of food. UPI’s donation will allow them 
to purchase 21,000 pounds of food to help local 
people.

CHUM is a Duluth organization that provides 
many services to low income and homeless 
people in our area. Their food shelf provides 
a five-day food order for people without food 
or the resources to buy food and advocacy 
services connecting people to community 
resources (e.g. shelter, medical care, children’s 
services, employment, clothing, and emergency 
monies). They distribute 260,000 pounds of 
food annually. An average of 570 households 
receive emergency food each month; roughly 
37% of those fed are children.

Construct Tomorrow

For the second year in a row UPI has supported 
this local event that reaches nearly 1000 area 
high school students. At the event, students 
learn about the need for skilled building trades 
men and women by interacting with union 
apprenticeship. The students have hands-on 
opportunities with construction careers and get 
the chance to establish local connections with 
employers and stakeholders in our community. 
Check out the great article from the  
Duluth News Tribune.

Other Organizations Recently Supported:

Hearts & Soles of 906 (MI Laborers)
Brave the Shave (Childhood Cancer)
Northshore Tractor & Equipment Club 

Scholarship
AAD Shriners Circus
Animal Allies - Walk for Animals
Miller-Dwan Foundations (Solvay Hospice 

House Legacy Fund)
YWCA Girl Power

NEWSWORTHY

- -  UPI MISSION  - -

We are relentless  
in our commitment to 
“no one getting hurt” 

and  
“doing it right the  

first time.”

http://www.duluthnewstribune.com/business/construction/4228779-event-connects-high-school-students-construction-careers
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We strive to establish Work-Life Balance.
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4510 AIRPORT ROAD, DULUTH, MN 55811

WWW.UNITEDPIPING.US 

P: 218-727-7676

NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS: 

E: ashley.stalvig@unitedpiping.us

P: 218-461-3615 (OFFICE)

Piping Hot News is also an e-newsletter. To sign up go to: http://bit.ly/1zMLgE8 or you can text 
UPINEWS to 22828.

To scan the codes below, download a QR Code Scanner on your smart phone or tablet. Then use 
the app to scan the code with your camera. It will bring you to the website or program linked to 
the scanned code. Check them all out!

FACEBOOK UPI WEBSITE eNEWSLETTER

Stay Connected with UPI & Piping Hot News!

We want to hear from you about what 
you would like to see us cover, highlight, 
and feature in our upcoming issues. 
Suggestions, ideas, stories, and photos 
can be submitted to ashley.stalvig@
unitedpiping.us

Submit Your Ideas

UPI Employee Discounts

NOTICES:

MARINE GENERAL  
With proof of employment (recent check 
stub), receive a 30% discount on FR 
Carhartt clothing and outerwear. Valid at 
Duluth, MN store only.

BEAR SHOE WORKS  
Coupon available for $10.00 off any pair of 
boots. Go to bearshoeworks.com, click on 
PROMOTIONS, select United Piping Inc., 
enter the code: upi and print coupon. Valid 
in-store only at Superior, WI location.

RED WING BOOTS  
With proof of employment (recent check 
stub), receive a 15% discount on Red Wing 
brand boots, and a 10% discount on Irish 
Setter boots. Valid at Duluth, MN store only.

STEEL-TOE-SHOES.COM  
10% off order total at steel-toe-shoes.com. 
Select your items to order and at checkout 
enter code: DISCOUNT in the coupon box & 
click redeem coupon. Or order by phone at 
1-866-737-7775.

DAYS INN AT MILLER HILL MALL   
Single or 2 Queen Room. Sun - Thurs: $59 
(plus tax). Rate not available Fri - Sat. To 
book, call Darren W. at 218-727-3110. Only 
5 minutes from UPI.

LINKEDIN


